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Background: The loss of a body part can cause physical, psychological and social 

disturbances. The majority of previous studies in this area focus on the impact of 

amputation or the effectiveness of rehabilitation programmes. This is the first study in 

Bangladesh exploring the experiences of persons with amputation in daily living 

activities (self care, productivity and leisure) by using assistive technology. 

Purpose: To provide an understanding of the everyday experiences of individuals with 

a limb amputation.  

Methods: A qualitative study design was used. Eight  participants 2 female, 6 male 

with lower limb amputation were included for this study. The investigator was selected 

face to face interviewing method for data collection with self-structured questions. The 

researcher listened to the interviews several times from the phone recorder and then the 

interviewed data was transcript in Bangla. Then five copies were made from the 

transcript and were given to five people for translation from Bangla to English. Then 

the data was being analyzed by thematic.  

Results: Four themes were identified in self-care, productivity, and leisure activities 

and the embodied experience after amputation. The result of this study show that most 

of the participants face problems in participating in their daily living activities by using 

assisstive technology. Participation restriction was most commonly experienced in self 

care, leisure activity and productivity. For daily activities and functioning, the most 

common difficulties were with standing for long periods, walking long distances, using 

the low commode, manaiging stall, walking out in rainy days, carrying weight more 

than 10kg, cooking in lower place, bathing. 

Conclusions: These themes provide a key resource for understanding daily fluctuations 

in self-care, productivity, and leisure activity. The findings of this study enhance our 

understanding of environmental barriers and challenges, activity limitations and 

participation restrictions of people with lower limb amputation. 

Keywords: Amputation, Assistive Technology, Activities of daily living

Abstract 
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1.1 Background 

Amputation is the most ancient of all surgical procedures. Amputation of a hand or foot 

was a common punishment in many of the older so-called civilized societies and is still 

carried out today in some countries. In those times, surgical amputation was a crude 

procedure by which a limb was rapidly severed from an unanesthetized patient; for 

hemostasis, the open stump was crushed or was dipped in boiling oil. This procedure 

was associated with a high mortality rate. For those who survived, the resulting stump 

was poorly suited for prosthetic fitting. (Burger H, Marincek C, 2007 ) Early in the 

sixteenth-century amputation surgery and prosthetics were much improved by 

Ambroise Paré, a French military surgeon. Paré created more functional stumps and 

was the first to use ligatures to control bleeding after amputation; he also designed 

relatively sophisticated prostheses. Refinements of surgical techniques such as 

hemostasis, anesthesia, and improved perioperative conditions have occurred. Modern 

total-contact prostheses can be fitted satisfactorily on any properly constructed and 

well-healed lower extremity amputation stump, usually resulting in excellent function. 

(Layton, N. 2012).  However, amputation is still often viewed as a failure of treatment. 

The responsibility for performing an amputation may even fall on the most junior 

member of the surgical team. Whatever the reason for performing an extremity 

amputation, it should not be viewed as a failure of treatment. Early in the sixteenth-

century amputation surgery and prosthetics were much improved by Ambroise Pare, a 

French military surgeon. Pare created more functional stumps and was the first to use 

CHAPTER I: Introduction 
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ligatures to control bleeding after amputation; he also designed relatively sophisticated 

prostheses. (Burger H, Marincek C, 2007 ). Refinements of surgical techniques such as 

hemostasis, anesthesia, and improved perioperative conditions have occurred. Modern 

total-contact prostheses can be fitted satisfactorily on any properly constructed and 

well-healed lower extremity amputation stump, usually resulting in excellent function. 

However, amputation is still often viewed as a failure of treatment. The responsibility 

for performing an amputation may even fall on the most junior member of the surgical 

team. Whatever the reason for performing an extremity amputation, it should not be 

viewed as a failure of treatment. Amputation can occur at an accident site, the scene of 

an animal attack, or a battlefield (William C. Shiel Jr. n.d.). Lower-limb amputation is 

the removal of a part or multiple parts of the lower limb (Alberto Esquenazi, 2012). 

After lower limb amputation, the person faces difficulty in movement as well as other 

occupational performance activities. This is why a person needs assistive technology. 

Assistive technology can be defined as: "any item, piece of equipment, product or 

system that is used to increase, maintain or improve the functional capabilities and 

independence of people with cognitive, physical or communication difficulties". The 

use of  AT by persons living with dementia may by extension also benefit the carer, as 

it could offer the potential to increase the support to carers and alleviate some of the 

burdens of caregiving. The study of "Experience of the person with lower limb 

amputation in performing activities of daily living by using assistive technology'' is 

finding out what is the experience of the person with lower limb amputation in 

performing activities of daily living by using assistive technology. Amputation and 

mobility difficulties are prominent causes of disability (Cochrane, et. al. (2015). 
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In Western countries, 25–40% of patients are referred directly from acute care hospitals 

to rehabilitation centers (Dillingham et al. 1998, Pezzin et al. 2000). There are 

approximately 400,000 amputees in the United States. It has been estimated that 

approximately 50,000 new amputations are performed each year (Goldstone, J., et. al.). 

In Pakistan, Among the total population of amputees, 83.58% were males. The most 

common cause for major limb amputation was road Traffic accidents 38.38%, followed 

by Diabetes 15.42%, infection 14.26%, and trauma 12.37%. Lower limbs [trans-tibial] 

amputations were in 47.35% of cases and transfemoral in 27.98% of cases. While for 

the upper limb trans-radial amputation [7.4%] were found to be more common than 

trans-humeral [5.56%]. Other amputations were for shoulder, hip, and knee 

disarticulations. Road traffic accidents, complications of diabetic foot ulcers, 

infections, and trauma were the most common causes for major limb amputations found 

in low resource communities, Sindh Pakistan. N.S. (2012). The majority of these 

amputations are preventable by the endowment of traffic rules, health education, early 

preventions, and appropriate management of common infections. In addition, although 

amputation of a limb is sometimes a lifesaving measure, it exacts a physical and 

psychological price from the patient. Since an increasing number of amputations are 

performed each year due to the expanding geriatric population (Goldstone, J., et. al.). 

Traumatic amputations are caused by injuries that destroy blood vessels — usually 

motor vehicle accidents, gunshot wounds, mechanical equipment, and tool accidents 

(Azra vascular care, 2019). The most common environmental barriers encountered 

were climate, physical environment, and income. Participation restriction was most 

commonly experienced in sports/physical recreation, leisure/cultural activity, and 
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employment/job-seeking. For daily activities and functioning, the most common 

difficulties were with standing for long periods, walking long distances, and the 

emotional effects of disability. Differences were found between people with an upper 

limb or lower limb prosthesis (Gallagher et. al. 2011). There are 101,585 people with 

disabilities in Bangladesh which is 1.41% of the total population (Bangladesh Bureau 

of Statistics-2011). Bangladesh is a middle-income country and about 167 million 

people live here, of which about 60% work as laborers. In this country workplace and 

motor, vehicle injuries are common. Most of this result is lower limb amputation. 

Lower limb amputation reduces a person's mobility. Not only this, but it also hampers 

a person's occupational performance area (Lonwabo. L. Godlwana, November 2009). 

Although lower extremity amputation continues to be a major source of morbidity and 

mortality worldwide, the extent of this burden cannot be accurately quantified because 

of international variation and a lack of standardized reporting measures. Effective 

standardized reporting methods of major, minor, and at-risk populations are needed. 

The rising incidence of diabetes mellitus, global average age, ethnicity, and social 

deprivation all influence incidence of amputation worldwide. Significant global 

variation exists in the incidence of lower extremity amputation. Ethnicity and social 

deprivation play a significant role but it is the role of diabetes and its complications 

that is most profound. Lower extremity amputation reporting methods demonstrate 

significant variation with no single standard upon which to benchmark care. Effective 

standardized reporting methods of major, minor, and at-risk populations are needed to 

quantify and monitor the growing multidisciplinary team effect on lower extremity 

amputation rates globally. Therefore, the rehabilitation sector plays an important role 
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in making a person functional again. By using various assistive devices, a user can 

again become independent in his occupational performance area. (Vickers DR. 2008). 

In Bangladesh and abroad very few studies have been done about the experience of the 

person with lower limb amputation when performing in activities of daily living by 

using assistive technology. So the student investigator feels interested to study this. By 

this study, it will be easier to find out about their experience in activities of daily living 

by using assistive technology. The present research investigated the experience of an 

amputee person with their AT in performing activities of daily living.
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1.2 Justification of the Study 

 

The generalization of this present study would be a great contribution to establishing an 

understanding of experience of a person with lower limb amputation in performing 

activities of daily living by using assistive technology. The result of this study would be 

beneficial specifically to the following:  

Health Professionals: Through this study, the health professionals will be able to know 

the patient’s experience and problems in daily activities with assistive technology. They 

also identify the problem and get an idea of the issues that need to be improved in terms 

of service delivery.  

Relevance to clinical practice: Health professionals need to acknowledge the real 

needs of people with lower extremity amputation and provide them a clear explanation 

regarding the short-term and long-term health issues associated with amputation during 

the pre- and post-amputation phase. Health professionals also need to expand the scope 

of services beyond a physical and prosthetic focus. Removing environmental barriers, 

arranging their training under multidiciplinary rehabilitation team, ensure accessible 

environment to make their life easier. All of this is very important. Currently, such 

programmes are unavailable in Bangladesh. 

Participants: By this study participant will know broadly about herself, his/her 

limitations, find out the possible solution, and may seek help from the service provider.  

Further researchers: The ideas presented can be used as reference data for carrying 

out new research. Moreover, the researcher can verify the accuracy of the information 

mentioned in the study and will provide ideas for a related study. 
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1.3 Operational Definition 

 

Assistive Technology: 

 

Assistive technology (AT) is any item, piece of equipment, software program, or product 

system that is used to increase, maintain, or improve the functional capabilities of persons 

with disabilities. 

Assistive technology helps people who have difficulty speaking, typing, writing, 

remembering, pointing, seeing, hearing, learning, walking, and many other things. 

Different disabilities require different assistive technologies. (M. I. Andrew,  2014). 

Amputation:  

Amputation is the loss or removal of a body part such as a finger, toe, hand, foot, arm, or 

leg. It can be a life-changing experience affecting your ability to move, work, interact with 

others, and maintain your independence. Continuing pain, phantom limb phenomena, and 

emotional trauma can complicate recovery. (Liliana E. Pezzin et al, 2004). 

Activities of daily living:  

ADLs are those skills required to manage one’s basic physical needs, including personal 

hygiene or grooming, dressing, toileting, transferring or ambulating, and eating. (Layton, 

N. 2012).
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In this part, the student investigator discusses a short overview of the literature she has 

viewed.  

The student investigator reviewed various literature, related to his research work. For these, 

she has been used PubMed, Google scholar, and science direct. Nowadays amputation is 

the most important cause of disability.  

After amputation amputees face difficulty in performing ADLs and also physical mobility. 

Their quality of life also becomes poor (Miller, et al. 2002). 

This literature review chapter highlight what to discuss about the experience of the person 

with lower limb amputation in performing activities of daily living by using assistive 

technology. 

Participation restriction in everyday activities: 

In Canada, there was conducted a study on a qualitative study exploring individuals' 

experiences living with dysvascular lower limb amputation. Its study design was semi-

structured qualitative interviews. 35 individuals with lower limb amputation participated 

in this study (both male and female). In this study, participants provided an in-depth 

account of their life experiences. Changes in their mobility have affected their personal 

life, social life, and mental health. The authors showed that after amputation there is a 

change in functional mobility. Participants reported that they were slower than before. 

Their daily tasks such as bathing, dressing, or performing various physical tasks take a lot 

of time. They also reported that they walk very slowly and can walk very short distances. 

This physical change prevents them from walking fast, climbing, dancing, and participating 

 CHAPTER II: Literature Review 
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in sports. (MacKay, R et al. 2020) 

In Ireland, research has been done about environmental barriers, activity limitations, and 

participation restrictions experienced by people with major limb amputations. The study 

design was secondary data analysis. In this study, 148 participants were randomly selected. 

From the result of the study, the researcher found that the most common environmental 

barriers that amputees face are: climate, physical environment, and income. Limitations of 

participation were usually in sports or physical recreation (73.4%), leisure or cultural 

activities (51.9%), and employment or job seeking (68.8%). For individuals with a lower 

limb prosthesis, difficulties were experienced with walking an extended distance (87.7%), 

standing for long periods like a half-hour (81.5%), and the emotional effect of disability 

(69.2%). Lower limb prosthesis users were more likely than upper-limb prosthesis users to 

experience difficulty walking a long distance, standing for long periods, and joining in 

community activities. The most common areas of participation restriction were sports or 

physical recreation, leisure/cultural activities, and employment or job seeking (Gallagher, 

Donovan, et al. 2011). People with a lower limb amputation end up with decreased speed, 

decreased range of motion of the hip and knee, poor vertical ground reaction force, 25 

increased amplitude and periods of muscle activation, short single support on stance leg 

(amputated leg), small stance, instability instance and decreased proprioception (Vickers 

et al, 2008). This may thus result in functional limitation.  

There are some gaps in these studies. There is no clear information about ethical clearance 

and also no clear information about how to reduce participation restrictions in everyday 

life. 
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Impact of lower limb amputaion in occupation: 

Lonwabo. L. Godlwana (November 2009) has done a study in South Africa about the 

impact of LLA on quality of life. In this study, there were 73 participants. It was a 

longitudinal pre-test-post test study with a combination of interviews to collect quantitative 

data. The result of this study was most of the individuals lost their previous job after limb 

amputation. It impacts their life badly. They could not find a new job and their quality of 

life became low than previous. Some were worried about the financial implications of 

rehabilitation as they were unemployed. It was very difficult to find a new job. Anybody 

could not agree to take theirs in the job. For this reason, they also faced socio-economic 

challenges. But in this study, some participants reported that they find a job easily and they 

were satisfied in their current job. Some participants lost their income as they could no 

longer cope with their previous occupation. These findings are similar to those by Burger 

& Marincek, (2007). The gap of this study is there small group of participants included this 

study. Result is not explain properly and some of the references are wrong. 

 

In the Netherlands, research has been done about job satisfaction and health experience 

with a lower limb amputation. It was a cross-sectional study with a mailed questionnaire. 

Here 144 patients participate in this study. From this study result, the researcher found that 

those who took vocational training quickly returned to their new jobs. Moreover, those who 

were well modified in the job sector were able to do the same work as their colleague. 

Participation in a job depends on some factors, such as job category, the behavior of a 

colleague, job salary, job place modification, etc. If these are positive, then an amputee can 

participate in his job with satisfaction. Of those who participated in this study, 26% of 
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amputees were able to adjust their work very well. 30% of the subjects with an amputation 

and 46% of the controls judged their work as unsatisfactory. And in those cases where the 

factors were negative, they left the job after a while. 

Reactions and feelings about becoming an amputee: 

Some participants had suicidal thoughts during their recovery time postoperatively. They 

went to extreme psycho-emotional conflicts of views about their existence. At some point 

during the early days postoperatively they did not see the need to be in this life and they 

contemplated taking them on lives. This is an interesting finding, especially that in another 

local study, some were reported as having given up and feeling that it was better to die. In 

this study, one participant was considering committing suicide. (Kamel, 2000) 

Patients' verbalizations about the diagnosis and becoming an amputee reported different 

kinds of meanings. Most verbalized reactions and feelings such as sadness, shock, 

insurgence, surprise, non-acceptation of the situation, anger, and suicidal thoughts. Some 

patients also verbalized pain relief as a consequence of the amputation. In these cases, the 

limb loss seems to have a less negative resonance and to be associated with pain cessation. 

The majority of patients continue to resist assistive devices and do not accept their new 

situation at all. They have already begun to cope with their loss and use some assistive 

devices, but the impairment is not a part of them, yet. These patients are in the transition 

from perceiving themselves as 'not amputee' to 'amputee' ( Senra H. et al, 2011). 

Social disruption: 

Participants indicated that having social activities and "getting out of the house" were 

important to them. Participants identified a range of social and recreational activities 

including visits with family and friends, gardening, shopping, or participating in other 
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hobbies. While some participants indicated they were satisfied with their social lives, other 

participants indicated that changes in their mobility due to limb loss limited their 

opportunities for social engagement. Participants reported giving up social activities due 

to feeling fatigued or being unable to physically access the environment. Giving up social 

activities could result in perceived social isolation for some participants. Finally, family, 

friends, and peers with amputations were a source of companionship to engage in social 

activities and interactions. Participants with fewer social supports were more likely to 

indicate they were isolated. (MacKay C. et al, 2020) (Lonwabo. L. Godlwana, 2009) 

(Liezel Ennion and Sarah Manig, 2018). 

Accessibility: 

Access to transportation was critical for participants to conduct routine activities (e.g., 

appointments) as well as engage in social events. Participants often indicated that driving 

enabled them to participate in valued activities and provided them with a sense of 

independence and self-reliance. The inability to drive was viewed by some participants as 

a barrier to social interactions. Participants also indicated that they relied on family, public 

transportation, and taxis for transportation. While these options enabled participation in the 

community, they were not without challenges. Participants described a range of ways in 

which their home environment influenced how they engaged in their routine daily tasks. 

They described how the accessibility of their homes could enable their activities of daily 

living or act as a barrier to their mobility and independence. (MacKay C. et al, 2020) 

(Melissa Catherine Day, Ross Wadey & Siobhan Strike, 2018) 

  Level of satisfaction of amputee persons with assistive devices: 

Most amputees appeared to be satisfied with the overall performance of their prostheses 
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(75.7%). Similar levels of satisfaction were observed with the prosthesis socket fit (75.5%), 

appearance (80.4%), and weight (77.1%). The highest levels of satisfaction related to ease 

of use of the prosthesis, with 86.4% of all respondents reporting being satisfied or very 

satisfied with the ease of putting on or taking off their devices. The lowest levels of 

satisfaction related to prosthesis comfort, with nearly one-third of all (lower-limb) 

amputees expressing dissatisfaction with their prosthesis comfort while standing or sitting. 

Men were more likely than women to be satisfied with the prosthesis fit, comfort, and 

appearance, although there was no gender difference in frequency of prosthesis use.  

(Liliana E. Pezzin et al, 2004) 

The use of prosthesis reduced the use of upper limb muscle and energy required when 

compared with the use of axilla crutches among lower limb amputees. In contrast with this 

study findings, it shows that uses of axilla crutches and walking frames while at community 

shows more independence and satisfaction when performing with self-care activities 

compared with other devices only. Some of the participants used axilla crutches and 

walking frames as the primary assistive device because of the process of making prosthesis 

or due to poor prosthetic fit and this leads to small numbers of participants using this type 

of assistive device compared with the prosthetic user. It indicates the axilla crutches and 

walking frames are not their permanent assistive device because the use of current axilla 

crutches and walking frames as the transition before used new prosthesis. The wheelchair 

users have less satisfaction level in self-care and non-self-care compared to other devices 

and the need for technology support was more for the wheelchair users compared to the 

other devices users. Based on this study, the early study was supported that used canes, and 

crutches may reduce the personal assistance required for performing activity daily livings 
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but not in wheelchairs and walkers users (Vetrayan J. et al, 2015) 

According to Layton, 2012, the wheelchair may have barriers in the environment, public 

transport, and also in the community environment. Because of this functional level and 

satisfaction may be lower for wheelchair users. 
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3.1 Research aim, objectives, and questions  

 

Research questions 

What is the experience of the person with lower limb amputation in performing activities 

of daily living by using assistive technology?  

Aim and objectives 

Aim: 

To explore the experience of the person with lower limb amputation in performing 

activities of daily living by using assistive technology.  

Objective: 

• To explore the experience of the person with lower limb amputation in performing 

self-care activities by using assistive technology. 

• To explore the experience of the person with lower limb amputation in participating 

productivity by using assistive technology. 

• To explore the experience of the person with lower limb amputation when engaging 

in leisure activities by using assistive technology. 

 

3.2 Research design 

The researcher selected qualitative methodology for this study because it was helpful to 

find out the perceptions of people in particular settings and to understand their 

perspectives. Qualitative research is exploratory by which the researcher can gain 

CHAPTER III: Methodology 
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insights into another person's views, opinions, feeling, and beliefs within their natural 

setting (DiCicco‐Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). The researcher used thematic analysis. 

Thematic analysis is a method of analyzing qualitative data. It is usually applied to a set 

of texts, such as interview transcripts. The researcher closely examines the data to 

identify common themes – topics, ideas, and patterns of meaning that come up repeatedly 

(Caulfield, 2016). 

3.3 Study setting and period: 

The study was conducted in the community. This setting was selected for data collection 

because it gives a clear idea about the experience of the participants and it was accessible 

for the researcher. 

The study was conducted from April, 2021 to February, 2022. 

3.4: Study participants:  

A. Study Population and Sample: 

The population of this study was the lower limb amputation persons of Bangladesh who 

live in the community and 08 participants both male and female were selected from the 

community to conduct this study. 

B. Sampling technique: 

The investigator used purposive sampling for collect data to conduct this study. A form of 

non-probability sampling in which decisions concerning the individuals to be included in 

the sample are taken by the researcher, based upon a variety of criteria which may include 

specialist knowledge of the research issue, or capacity and willingness to participate in the 

research (Oliver, 2013). 
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We know that the main goal of purposive sampling is to focus on particular characteristics 

of a population, which is best able you to answer your research questions. In this sampling 

technique, the investigator selects the population according to his need. Individuals that are 

easily accessible are selected which takes much less time and cost. The issues mentioned 

above are consistent with this study. So the investigator used the purposive sampling 

technique. 

C. Participant Recruitment Process: 

The number of person who have returned in the community after completing rehabilitation 

phase from the CRP P & O department has been reached by collecting the phone number 

and contact with them. Which person live in near to the CRP they are selected for interview 

and some participants have been taken from the community who have been admitted to the 

CRP for prosthetic limb. Basically this is how the participant reqruitment process has been 

completed. 

 

D. Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

 

 Inclusion Criteria:    

 

➢ Participants must use assistive technology during performing daily living activities at 

home. 

➢ Both male and female. 

➢ The participants both unilateral and bilateral lower limb amputation. 

➢ The cause of amputation was due to trauma or disease. 

➢ At least 1 month continuously assistive technology user person. 
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Exclusion Criteria: 

▪ Diagnosed mental illness.  

▪ Congenital amputee. 

3.5 Ethical considerations 

According to Helsinki, Finland, June 1964, 

The researcher maintained ethical consideration in all aspects of the study. Before starting 

the study a formal project proposal was submitted to the department of occupational 

therapy and after verifying the proposal, permission was taken from the Institutional 

Review Board (IRB) of BHPI to continue the study. The researcher took permission to 

conduct the research project from the supervisor and Head of the Department, the academic 

institute of CRP for data collection. Informed consent was used to take permission from all 

participants. Participants' rights and privileges were ensured. There are no external 

pressures and fees for participating in this study. Participnts will have no risk, and you face 

no physical or mental harm while answering the question. Participants do not have to 

participate if he/she do not agree. Participants may withdraw their participation at any time 

without giving any explanation to the researcher, despite theirr consent. All the participants 

were aware of the aim and objectives of the study. Findings of the study were disseminated 

with the approval of regarding authority. 
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3.6 Data collection 

 

Data collection method 

The student investigator was selected face to face interviewing method for data collection 

with the self-structured question. A personal interview survey also called a face-to-face 

survey, is a survey method that is utilized when a specific target population is involved. 

The purpose of conducting a personal interview survey is to explore the responses of the 

people to gather more and deeper information (Sarah Mae Sincero, Jan 19, 2012). 

A very good response is received from the participants through face to face survey. 

Besides, if the participants have any questions or doubts, they can be cleared and new 

questions can be added. Therefore, face to face survey method has been used in this study. 

Field test : 

After getting approval for conducting the research and before starting the final data 

collection, the researcher accomplished the field test with two participants. The field test 

was necessary as it helped the investigator to develop a final question and to collect data 

from participants easily. This test was performed to find out the difficulties that exist in 

the question. By this test, the researcher re-arranged and modified the question as 

required for the participants, so they can understand the question clearly. 

Interview guide 

a. Information Sheet and Consent Form: It is the formal statement or agreement 

between the researcher and the participant before conducting the interview. An 

information sheet refers to the detailed information about the researcher's aim 

objectives of the study, study duration, institution affiliation, identity of the 

investigator, participant‟s confidentiality, participant’s rights, benefits, and ethical 
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issues. The researcher has taken permission in the consent form by signature or 

fingerprint from each participant before conducting the interview. In the beginning, 

the researcher informed the participant that their participation in this study is 

voluntary also the researcher has ensured the participant about the research topic 

and ethical approval that this interview will not be harmful to them and their identity 

will be kept confidential. The researcher also explained how their information will 

be useful to the study and the time duration. The researcher also added that they 

have full rights to decline to answer any questions or refuse to participate at any 

time. In the consent form, the researcher then took a signature and then started the 

interview. The consent form was given to each participant to read it out or the 

researcher read it verbally so that the participant listen to it during conducting the 

face-to-face interview. This consent form and audiotape transcript are only 

accessible to the supervisor and researcher. According to Deputy & Gitin 1998, 

audiotaping is the fundamental strategy in qualitative research. 

b. Self developed interview guide: A self-developed interview guide was used in 

this study. These questions aimed to find out in-depth information from the 

participants about the experience of the person with lower limb amputation in 

performing activities of daily living (self care, productivity, leisure) by using 

assistive technology. 

c. A phone recorder was used to record the interview of the participants.  

d. Pen, paper, and a clipboard was used to write down observation notes. 
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3.7 Data management and analysis 

At first in data analysis, the researcher listened to the interviews several times from the 

phone recorder and then the interviewed data was transcript in Bangla. The researcher 

has checked the transcript to make sure that all the data will available in the transcript. 

Then three copies were made from the transcript and were given to five people for 

translation from Bangla to English. Then the data was being analyzed by thematic.  

After that, the investigator read all data repeatedly to find out the actual meaning of the 

participants' expressions of what they wanted to say and organized them. After the 

transcription of each data researcher again listened to the recording to ensure the validity 

of data. Then the researcher organized the data according to each interview question 

related to the objective. Reading and re-reading the data, the researcher find out initial 

codes and then generated themes collating the codes under each objective. 

 

3.8 Trustworthiness 

  

The rigorous manner was maintained to demeanor the study. This study was conducted 

systemically by next the steps of research under the supervision of an experienced 

supervisor. During the interview session and analyzing data, never tried to influence the 

process my value, perception, and biases. Be accepted the answer to the questions 

whether they were of positive or negative impression. The self developed questions that 

is prepared by the researcher to conduct the interview, was pre-tested. The interview 

questions were translated into Bengali for better communication with the participants. 

After each interview questionnaire were checked for possible error. 2 field surveys had 

been conducted by the researcher before going to the final data collection of the study. 
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The participants' information was coded accurately and checked by the supervisor to 

eliminate any possible errors. Try to keep all the participants' related information and 

documents confidential. 

3.9 Practice implication:  

From this study, health professional or those who working in rehabilitation sector will be 

able to know about the performance of amputee person in their daily life activities by 

using assistive technology and also know about their areas of barrier. Later in the 

practice, they will be able to work on these issues and change the practice accordingly. 

So that amputee people can enjoy their life in an easy way. The ideas presented can be 

used as reference data for carrying out new research. Moreover, the researcher can verify 

the accuracy of the information mentioned in the study and will provide ideas for a related 

study. 
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In this chapter, the result is analyzed by theme. Eight individuals with LLA participated in 

the study. Qualitative study results were analyzed by thematic analysis. By using this 

analysis process, the researcher organized collected data according to code and themes. The 

study aims to identify the experience of lower limb amputees performing activities of daily 

living by using assistive technology. Participants respond according to their perceptions. In 

this section, coding is used to understand the participants' statements and to generate the 

themes. All data were obtained by self-report questions. Study participants provided in-depth 

accounts of their experiences living with LLA by using assistive technology. LLA was 

portrayed as having an impact on many aspects of their lives, resulting in changes in their 

self-care, productivity, and leisure activity.  

The objectives of the study were to explore the experience of the person with lower limb 

amputation in performing activities of daily living by using assistive technology.  

Collating the codes the researcher has generated four potential themes to express the overall 

story of the data. The study has resulted in four major themes. These are as follows: 

Theme 1 . “Problems in their personal care.” 

Theme 2 . "Needs other help to manage the workplace." 

Theme 3 . “Participants face physical and environmental barriers during productivity.” 

Theme 4 . “Lack of accessibility and safety to participate in leisure activity.” 

 

 

 

CHAPTER IV: Results  
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Now, these themes are discussed below- 

Theme 1: Problems in their personal care 

The analysis of the research has resulted in a general description of  8 participants with lower 

limb amputation. Regarding this theme, most participant (n= 7) reported their problems with 

personal care. They explain here that they face a variety of problems in most cases of their 

personal care. They have a lot of trouble using the low commode. Can't wash clothes. Most 

of the time you have to do things with the help of others. When they can't do their personal 

work, they suffer from depression. One participant said,  

"I live in a village. The biggest problem in rural areas is that there is no high commode 

system, I use what is called the Bangali bathroom. It seems that if  I sit in the bathroom for 

1 minute, it seems like one year to me."  

Another participant said, 

“I feel Massive pressure while washing clothes washing clothes seems to be very painful 

work.” 

The experiences of self-care are presented in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Coding and themes under onbective 1 

Objective 1 Question no. Coding Theme 

To explore the 

experience of the 

person with lower 

limb amputation in 

performing self-care 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Difficulty in toileting Theme.1 . 

Problems in 

their personal 

care.  
Problems in bathing 

Can not wash clothes 

Fear of fall in the bathroom 

Feel frustrated during activity  
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Theme 2: Needs other help to manage workplace 

This theme discusses the experience of amputee persons in the workplace or productivity. 

After the amputation, they could not go back to the previous work. Almost everyone has 

joined the work of the shop. Participants (n=5) explain that there they face many difficulties 

while opening the shop. People who work in tea shops can't serve customers properly. Most 

of the time they have to take help of others in the tasks of managing the shop. One 

participant explained, 

"If I don't get any help while opening the shop. It is very difficult to keep crutches on the 

ground and open the shop with one foot."Another participant explained,  

"Doing something with artificial legs is so tough. I make betel leaves and hand over what 

customers want, but most of the time my wife manages the stall because I cannot be served 

well to my customers." 

Theme 3: Participants face physical and environmental barriers during productivity 

While doing productive work, participants face different types of physical barriers. They 

indicated that they face more difficulty when taking the load. They cannot climb stairs. 

They (n=6) also reported pain in the shoulder and leg during working. They become 

fatigued when walking long distances.  

activities by using 

assistive technology. 

 

Of daily living 

Take a long time during bathing 

Can not sit in low commod 

Can not bend the knee for 

cooking  
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One participant said,  

"There is some product that has to lift. when I give them to the customer, there is a little 

pressure on the legs and if they weight more than 10 kg, I cannot handle it. I feel pain in 

the leg." 

There are also some environmental barriers. Most of the participants (n= 7) reported that 

they could not walk on slippery roads during the rainy season. One participant said,  

"The road is wet on rainy days, so I can't open the shop. Earnings are not very well." 

Table 2:Coding and themes under onbective 2 

 

 

Objective 2 Question no. Coding Themes 

To explore the 

experience of the 

person with lower limb 

amputation in 

participating 

productivity by using 

assistive technology. 

 

6, 7, 8, 9 The problem in fetching 

water. 

Theme 2 . Needs 

other help to 

manage the 

workplace. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Theme 3 . 

Participants face 

physical and 

environmental 

barriers during 

productivity. 

Difficulty in the opening 

shop by using the crutch. 

Needs help of others to 

manage stall. 

Become fatigued after a 

few steps. 

Can not bear load more 

than 10 kg. 

Pain in shoulder and hand. 

Skin irritation. 

Feel pain in the leg when 
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bearing weight.  

Difficult to climb the stair. 

On a rainy day, it is 

impossible to walk a 

slippery road to run a 

shop. 

Customers know about 

disability. 

Help the store in many 

ways. 

At the time of shop closes, 

people bring some items 

home. 

Children help keep the 

store clean. 

 

Theme 4: Lack of accessibility and safety to participate in leisure activity 

Participants described accessibility's impact on their leisure activity. They cannot engage 

in various leisure activities for lack of accessibility. they feel afraid to play with one foot 

or engage in leisure activity. Moreover, the sports venue in the village is not so accessible 

where disabled people can easily go. One participant stated, 

“It is very difficult to play on uneven ground and meet friends on rough roads.”  

Moreover, since their friends hang out far away from home, they do not feel safe to go out 
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and take part with them. 

Another participant said, 

“The place where my friends hang out is quite far from my house. The road to get there is 

very bad. So I spend my leisure time at home. Although I do not like it.” 

 

Table 3: Coding and themes under onbective 3 

 

 

Objective 3 Question no Coding Themes 

To explore the 

experience of the 

person with lower 

limb amputation 

when engaging in 

leisure activities by 

using assistive 

technology. 

 

10, 11, 12, 13 People say many kinds of 

harsh words during play. 

Theme 4. Lack of 

accessibility and 

safety to participate 

in leisure activity 

Swells in underarm when 

run too much. 

Feel imbalanced on non-

flat places. 

Can not go outside to 

meet a friend 

Have no leisure because 

of full time working 

Sports wheelchair makes 

leisure good 

Watch TV and sit at home 

Hard to walk far and meet 

friends. 
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Scary to play with one 

foot. 

Village sports venues are 

not easily accessible 
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Amputation brings a major change in an individual’s life, whose image of their own 

body is changed; movement activities and self-care are made more difficult; the 

psycho-social status of the patient’s life is changed as well and the performance of 

workplace and other activities are significantly affected. In this chapter, the results of 

the study are discussed about the research questions and objectives of the study. The 

discussion focuses on the experience of lower limb amputees in activities of daily 

living by using assistive technology. This study aimed to explore the experience of 

the person with lower limb amputation in performing activities of daily living by using 

assistive technology.  

The results of this study showed that most of the participants face various problems in 

their self-care activities  (e.g. can not sit in a low commode). The most common problem 

is toileting and washing clothes. There is no good experience using their assistive 

technology here. A study explains that after lower limb amputation patients reported 

changes caused by the amputation both in their inner life such as difficulties in daily 

self-care activities. (Isaksson, et al 2010). 

Participants in this study experienced changes in their productivity. After amputation, 

they could not return to their previous profession. They have chosen a relatively easy 

job to make a living. But even here they have to face various problems. People who run 

shops or do other work have to take the help of others. This study has shown that 

amputation people are constantly facing different types of physical (e.g. skin irritation, 

pain in the shoulder and leg) and environmental barriers (e.g. slippery road) to perform 

CHAPTER V: Discussion  
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in their productivity. A study there found that patients with amputation experience a 

variety of physical problems such as shoulder pain, skin irritation, etc. (Gallagher P. et 

al 2011). Another study showed that environmental factors often intersected and had 

cumulative influences on participation. For example, participants using a wheelchair or 

experiencing balance issues while moving described snow and rain as barriers, pointing 

to weather as a natural environment factor. In addition, participants identified systems, 

services, and policy issues (eg, snow removal services), which represent a different type 

of environmental domain. (Hammel, J. et al, 2014). 

 In this study, there found that person with lower limb amputation needs others' help 

(e.g. fetching water, opening a shop, managing a stall) while working in their workplace 

with assistive technology. Without others' help, it is very difficult for them to work in 

the workplace. A study there found that LLA faces problems in productivity and they 

need family support to continue their work during productivity. (Sincero S. M. 2012). 

My study results also highlight leisure activities. Participants can not be able to 

participate in the leisure activity as before. Because the environment is not accessible 

for those who use technology. Moreover, they are afraid to play with one foot or a 

crutch. Older people usually meet or hang out with friends or acquaintances. But after 

amputation, they spend most of their time at home. Because they don't feel safe going 

out. A study found that, after amputation people can not engage in their leisure activity 

like before, they faced difficulty in spending their free time. Participants reported giving 

up social activities due to feeling fatigued or being unable to physically access the 

environment (e.g., navigating the environment in peoples’ homes or yards, walking 

outdoors in the winter. (Couture et al. 2010). 
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There is no published research in Bangladesh about the experience of LLA people when 

performing ADL with AT. Amputee person faces difficulty in their daily lives. They 

can not perform perfectly as like as before in their activities of daily living. At the end 

of the findings, the researcher found that amputee persons face difficulty in toileting, 

bathing, washing clothes, scilicet in their self-care activity. They also faced problems in 

their productivity and leisure by the use of assistive technology. Although some research 

articles have shown that they are satisfied with the use of assistive technology, in the 

context of Bangladesh, they are not satisfied. There is no multidisciplinary rehabilitation 

program from which they will be independent in their daily life with training. If they 

had proper training then they would not face so many problems in their daily living 

activities. Previous studies found that those who were in the multidisciplinary 

rehabilitation program, Many more Independent Activities of Daily Living. Their 

experience is much better. (Batten, H. et al. 2015). 
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6.1 Study strength: 

 

➢ Useful for studying large numbers of people. 

➢ The researcher describes audiotaping the interviews and transcribing them later for 

analysis. 

➢ The researcher described using multiple coding iterations to identify emergent ideas, 

issues, and themes. 

➢ The findings were explicitly stated and organized by theme with appropriate quotes to 

support the findings. 

➢ The purpose of the study was clearly stated as to explore the participant perception after 

amputation when performing daily activities by using assistive technology. 

➢ Strong use of patient voice throughout the study which supported analysis presented by 

researchers. 

➢ Inclusion and exclusion criteria were clearly stated. 

➢ Thematic analysis was used to analyze the findings. This is appropriate considering the 

research methods used for this study. 

➢ As this study is focused on the experience of the person with an amputation, the use of 

qualitative methodology is appropriate. 

➢ The researchers provide an in-depth description of the analysis process and how the 

themes were derived from the data. 

➢ Ethical approval for the study was granted by the Institutional Review Board. 

 

CHAPTER VI: Conclusion  
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6.1 Study limitation: 

The limitation is a matter that occurs during conducting the study. Every study has some 

limitations and those limitations are not in the researcher's control.  

During the time of conducting this study, there were some limitations present. By 

considering these limitations the researcher conducted this study. The limitations are given: 

▪ The major limitation of this study was time because it was limited for this pandemic 

situation. 

▪ In the Bangladeshi context, it is a new study. There was not enough article about the 

experience of an amputee person by using AT in Bangladesh or this south Asian context.  

So, there was a lack of available information related to this study. 

▪ This study is qualitative. Purposive sampling was used to collect data from participants. 

An in-depth interview was required to gain information from participants. Due to a lack 

of interviewing skills, it was not possible to collect data from participants through an 

in-depth interview as the researcher has undertaken this study for the first time. 

▪ The researcher faced difficulty to collect the related research articles because it was not 

possible for her to get access to those articles. 
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6.2 Recommendation: 

When I started to do this study, I realized that in Bangladesh, after amputation when a 

person got assistive technology. then they were only given some walking practice and that 

was provided by physiotherapists. But they do not receive any occupational therapy 

training on how to use this assistive technology in their daily life, that's why they cannot 

perform daily activities properly. 

So my suggestion is to work on it later, where a multidisciplinary rehabilitation program 

will be run and amputation person will get proper training. And they will be taught that 

they can better participate in daily activities using the assistive technology and as in this 

study I found that participants face environmental barriers to participate in their activities 

of daily living, occupational therapy can help ensure an accessible environment for them. 

6.3 Conclusion: 

My findings highlight the varied experience on activities of daily living in three areas like, 

self care, productivity and leisure of person with lower limb amputation. It identifies how 

an individual is going about his daily life after amputation. How is his experience? It has 

been found that most of the participants face different types of problems in every aspect of 

their life.  Health professionals also need to expand the scope of services beyond a physical 

and prosthetic focus. Removing environmental barriers, arranging their training under 

multidiciplinary rehabilitation team, ensure accessible environment to make their life 

easier. All of this is very important. Currently, such programmes are unavailable in 

Bangladesh.
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Appendix 2 

 

Self-developed question: Bangla and English 

 

জনসংখ্যা সংক্রান্ত তথ্য 

 

ক্রমিক নম্বর: ……………… তথ্য সংগ্রহের তামরখ: ………………………… 

ররাগীর নাি: ……………………………………………………………………… 

এই বছহর বয়স: ………………………….. মিঙ্গঃ ………………………. 

র াগাহ াহগর নম্বর: ……………………………........ 

মিক্ষাগত অবস্থা:…………………………… 

বববামেক অবস্থা: …………………………….. রেিা:………………………………… 

অঙ্গহেহের প্রকার: ………………………………  

অঙ্গহেহের  স্তর………………………… 

ো কাটা  াওয়ার কারণ……………………………………….  

অহরােচার এর তামরখ………………………………. 

সোয়ক প্র ুক্তির প্রকার: ………………………  

সোয়ক প্র ুক্তি গ্রেহণর তামরখ……………… 

 

প্রশ্নাবলী 

 

1. ো রকহট  াওয়ার ের মনহের  ত্ন রনওয়ার েনয আেমন মক মক কাে কহরন? 

2. প্রমতমেন মনহের  ত্ন রনওয়ার কােগুহিা করহত এটট ( বযবহৃত সোয়ক দ্রহবযর 

নাি ) আেনাহক কতটুকু সাো য কহর? 

3. এই সোয়ক দ্রহবযর সাো য মনহয় মনহের  ত্ন রনওয়ার কােগুহিা করহত 

আেনার রকিন িাহগ? 

4. এটার সাোহ য রকান কােগুহিা ভাহিাভাহব করহত োরহছন?এবং রসটার 

কারণ মক? 

5. এটার সাোহ য রকান কােগুহিা করহত বাধার সম্মুখীন েহেন এবং রকন? 

6. আেমন মক বততিাহন উোেতনক্ষি রকান কাহের সাহথ্ েম়িত আহছন? থ্াকহি 

রসটা মক? েয়া কহর বণ তনা করুন 

7. কি তহক্ষহে আেনাহক মক মক কাে করহত েয়? 

8. এটার সাোহ য কি তহক্ষহের রকান কােগুহিা ভাহিাভাহব করহত োরহছন? 

এবং রসটার কারণ মক? 

9. এটট বযবোর কহর কি তহক্ষহে কাে করহত আেমন মক মক অসুমবধার সম্মখুীন 

েহয়হছন এবং রসটার কারণ মক? 

10. ো কাটার ের অবসর সিয় আেমন মকভাহব কাটান? 

11. অবসর সিহয়র কাহে এই সোয়ক দ্রবয বযবোর কহর আেনার রকিন িাহগ? 

12. এটট বযবোর কহর অবসর সিহয়র রকান রকান কাে ভাহিাভাহব করহত 

োহরন? 

13. অবসর সিয় এর কাহে এটট বযবোর কহর মক ধরহনর সিসযার সম্মুখীন 

েহয়হছন এবং রসটার কারণ মক? েয়া কহর বিুন 

14. ো কাটা  াওয়া িানুষহের েনয মক ধরহনর েেহক্ষে মনহি, তাহের প্রমতমেহনর 

কাে কি ত করহত সেে েহব? আেনার েরািি ত োনহত চাই 
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Demographic Information 

 

Serial no: ……………… Date of data collection: ………………………… 

Patient’s name: ……………………………………………………………………... 

Age in this year: ………………. Gender: ……………………. 

Contact number: ……………………………...... Educational status: 

………………………  

Marital status: …………………………….. Occupation: 

………………………………… 

Types of amputation: …………………………… Level of 

amputation………………………. 

Reason for amputation……………………. Date of operation……………………… 

Types of assistive technology………………………. 

Date of receiving the assistive technology……………………….. 

Questions 

1. What do you do to take care of yourself after the lower limb amputation? 

2. How much does it (mentioned AT) help you to take care of yourself every 

day? 

3. How do you feel about taking care of yourself with the help of this assistive 

technology? 

4. What are you doing well with it? And what is the reason for that? 

5. What type of barriers are you experiencing in your work using this and why? 

Describe, please 

6. Are you currently engaged in any productive work? If so, what is it? Please 

describe. 

7. What do you do at the workplace? 
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8. What type of work do you perform well using this and why? Describe, please. 

9. What kind of work you can't do well using this device and why? Describe, 

please. 

10. How do you spend your leisure time after lower limb amputation? 

11. How do you feel about using this assistive technology in your leisure time? 

12. Which leisure activities can you do well using it? 

13. What kind of problems have you encountered using it in your leisure time and 

what are the reasons for it? Please explain. 

14. According to you, what steps should be taken to make daily activities easy for 

amputee people 
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Appendix 3 

Information sheet and Consent Form (English and Bangla) 

Information sheet introduction: 

I am Saila Naznin, B.Sc. in Occupational Therapy student at Bangladesh Health 

Professionals Institute (BHPI), Studying in the 4th year undergraduate curriculum, 

2016-2017 session. 

Have to conduct a thesis as a part of this bachelor course, under the thesis supervisor of 

Julkar Nayan, Associate Professor, Occupational Therapy Department. The purpose of 

this study is to explore the experience of the person with lower limb amputation in 

performing activities of daily living by using assistive technology. I invite you to 

participate in this research, your valuable participants will strengthen this research 

project. All the details of the research are given in this letter, if you have any problem 

discussing the content after reading the newsletter or if you need to know more about 

something, feel free to ask questions. 

Background and purpose of the study: 

The study will be conducted in the community. The general purpose of this study is 

to explore the experience of the person with lower limb amputation in performing 

activities of daily living by using assistive technology. I am more interested to know 

about the subject. Your voluntary participation and the information you provide will 

help you to express your values. 

Research-related information: 

Before you sign the permit, all the information leading to the research project will be 

presented to you in detail through this participating brochure. If you wish to participate 

in this study you will need to sign a consent form, and if you confirm your participation 

you will be provided with a copy of the consent form for your preservation. A 

representative of a team of data collectors formed by the researcher will then go to you. 

Information will be collected through a question paper at any given time from anyone 

you ask. Your participation in this research project is optional. You do not have to 

participate if you do not agree. You may withdraw your participation at any time 

without giving any explanation to the researcher, despite your consent. 

Risk and Benefits: 

There are no external pressures and fees for participating in this study. You will have 

no risk, No and you face no physical or mental harm while answering the question. 

Confidentiality: 

Information about you will not be shared with anyone outside of the research team. this 

research project will be kept private. any information about you will have a number on 

it instead of your name. only the researchers will know what your number is and will 

lock that information up with a lock and key. it will not be shared with or given to 

anyone except Julkar Nayan, study supervisor. 
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Where to contact to know about this research? 

If you want to contact about the research project or if you have any questions about the 

research project, it can be asked at any time now or later, in that case, you can contact 

the researcher on 01789986160 (Saila Naznin). This research project has been reviewed 

and approved by Bangladesh Health Professionals Institute, Savar Institutional Ethics 

Council (CRP-BHPI/IRB).  

Information about withdrawal from participation: 

Despite your consent, you may withdraw your participation before data analysis. 

However, we encourage you to give reasons. But if you do not want to be informed, 

mention it in the withdrawal letter. 

 

Withdrawal from 

Patients Name…………………………………………. 

ID Number………………………………………………… 

Reason for withdrawal: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………  

Participants Name: 

Participants Signature: 

Date: 

Statement by Participants 

I have been invited to participate in research titled "Experience of the person with lower 

limb amputation in performing activities of daily living by using assistive technology" 

I have read the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the 

opportunity to ask questions about it and any questions I have been asked have been 

answered to my satisfaction. I consent voluntarily to be a participant in this study 

 

Name of Participant___________________________________________________ 

 

Signature of Participant __________________ 

Date: 
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Statement by the researcher taking consent 

I confirm that the participant was allowed to ask questions about the study, 

and all the questions asked by the participant have been answered correctly and to the 

best of my ability. I confirm that the individual has not been coerced into giving 

consent, and the consent has been given freely and voluntarily. 

 

A copy of this form has been provided to the participant. 

 

Name of Researcher taking the consent________________________ 

 

Signature of Researcher taking the consent__________________________ 

 

Date…………………………………. 
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বাাংলাদেশ হেলথ্ প্রদেশন্স ইনষ্টিষ্টিউি (ষ্টবএইচষ্টিআই) 

অকুদিশনাল হেরাষ্টি ষ্টবভাগ 
ষ্টি আর ষ্টি- চািাইন, িাভার, ঢাকা-১৩৪৩. হিষ্টল: ০২-৭৭৪৫৪৬৪-৫,৭৭৪১৪০৪, েযাক্স: ০২-

৭৭৪৫০৬ 
অাংশগ্রেণকারীদের তেয ও িম্মষ্টতিত্র  

 
 

গদবষনার ষ্টবষয়ঃ “িোয়ক দ্রবয বযবোর কদর দেনষ্টিন জীবনযাত্রার ষ্টিয়াকলাি িম্পােদন ষ্টনম্ন 
অঙ্গষ্টবদেে িে বযষ্টির অষ্টভজ্ঞতা” 

গদবষকঃ িায়লা নাজনীন, ষ্টব এি ষ্টি ইন অকুদিশনাল হেরাষ্টি, চতুেথ বষথ, হিশনঃ ২০১৬-১৭, বাাংলাদেশ 
হেলে প্রদেশন্স ইনষ্টিষ্টিউি (ষ্টবএইচষ্টিআই), িাভার, ঢাকা-১৩৪৩ 

তত্ত্বাবধায়কঃ জুলকার নাদয়ন, এদিাষ্টিদয়ি প্রদেির, অকুদিশনাল হেরাষ্টি ষ্টবভাগ, বাাংলাদেশ হেলে 
প্রদেশনি ইনষ্টিষ্টিউি। 

গদবষনার স্থানঃ বাাংলাদেশ হেলে প্রদেশনি ইনষ্টিষ্টিউি, িক্ষাঘাতগ্রস্তদের িুনবথািন হকন্দ্র (ষ্টিআরষ্টি), 
িাভার এবাং ষ্টিরিুর, ঢাকা, বাাংলাদেশ। 

 

তেযিত্র: 

ভূষ্টিকা: 

আষ্টি িায়লা নাজনীন, বাাংলাদেশ হেলে প্রদেশনি ইনষ্টিষ্টিউদি, ষ্টব.এি.ষ্টি.ইন অকুদিশনাল হেরাষ্টি 
ষ্টবভাদগ 

৪েথ বদষথর ছাত্রী ষ্টেদিদব স্নাতক ষ্টশক্ষাকাযথিি (২০১৬-২০১৭) হিশদন অধযয়নরত আষ্টছ। ষ্টবএইচষ্টিআই 
হেদক অকুদিশনাল হেরাষ্টি ষ্টব.এি.ষ্টি ষ্টশক্ষাকাযথিিষ্টি িম্পন্ন করার জনয একষ্টি গদবষনা প্রকল্প 
িষ্টরচালনা করা বাধযতািূলক। এই গদবষণা প্রকল্পষ্টি অকুদিশনাল হেরাষ্টি ষ্টবভাদগর জুলকার নাদয়ন, 
এদিাষ্টিদয়ি প্রদেির এর তত্ত্বাবধায়দন িম্পন্ন করা েদব। এই গদবষনাষ্টির উদেশয েদলা িা োরাদনা 
িানুষদের দেনষ্টিন কাদজর অষ্টভজ্ঞতা হকিন হিিা হবর করা। আষ্টি আিনাদক এই গদবষণায় 
অাংশগ্রেদণর জনয আিন্ত্রণ জানাষ্টে, আিনার িূলযবান অাংশগ্রেণ এই গদবষণা প্রকল্পদক হজারোর 
করদব। গদবষণার িিস্ত ষ্টবস্তাষ্টরত এই তেযিদত্র হেওয়া আদছ, আিনার যষ্টে তেযিত্রষ্টি িদে হকান 
ষ্টবষয়বস্তু বুঝদত িিিযা েয় অেবা যষ্টে হকান ষ্টকছু িম্পদকথ আদরা হবষ্টশ জানার প্রদয়াজন েয়, তদব 
ষ্টনষ্টবথধায় প্রশ্ন করদত িাদরন। 
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গদবষনার হপ্রক্ষািি ও উদেশয: 

এই গদবষনাষ্টি িিাদজ বিবাি কদর এিন িানুষদের ষ্টনদয় করা েদব। এই গদবষনাষ্টির িাধারণ উদেশয 
েদলা, িা োরাদনা িানুষদের দেনষ্টিন কাদজর অষ্টভজ্ঞতা হকিন হিিা হবর করা। আষ্টি ষ্টবষয় িম্পদকথ 
জানদত হবষ্টশ আগ্রেী, কারণ বাাংলাদেদশ এই ষ্টবষয় ষ্টনদয় হকান গদবষণা েয়ষ্টন। আিনার হেোয় 
অাংশগ্রেদণর এবাং আিনার হেওয়া তদেযর িাধযদি আিনার জীবনযাত্রার িান প্রকাশ করদত িুষ্টবধা 
েদব। 

এই গদবষনা কিথষ্টিদত অাংশগ্রেদনর িাদে িমৃ্পি ষ্টবষয়িিূে ষ্টক হি িম্পদকথ জানা যাক: 

আিনার হেদক অনুিষ্টত িদত্র োক্ষর হনবার আদগ এই অাংশগ্রেণকারী তেযিদত্রর িাধযদি গদবষণা 
প্রকল্পষ্টির িষ্টরচালনা করার তেয িিূে ষ্টবস্তাষ্টরত ভাদব আিনার কাদছ উিস্থািন করা েদব। আিষ্টন যষ্টে 
এই গদবষণায় অাংশগ্রেণ করদত চান েদল িম্মষ্টতিত্র আিনাদক োক্ষর করদত েদব, আিষ্টন অাংশগ্রেণ 
ষ্টনষ্টিত করদল আিনার িাংরক্ষদণর জনয িম্মষ্টতিত্রষ্টির একষ্টি অনুষ্টলষ্টি ষ্টেদয় হেওয়া েদব। িরবতথীদত 
গদবষক কতৃথক গষ্টিত তেয-উিাত্ত িাংগ্রদের একষ্টি েদলর প্রষ্টতষ্টনষ্টধ আিনার কাদছ যাদব। আিনার 
হেদক হচদয় হনওয়া হয হকান একষ্টি ষ্টনষ্টেথি িিদয় একষ্টি প্রশ্ন িদত্রর িাধযদি তেয িাংগ্রে করা েদব। 
যষ্টে আিষ্টন িম্মষ্টত প্রোন না কদরন তদব আিনাদক অাংশগ্রেণ করদত েদব না। আিষ্টন িম্মষ্টত প্রোন 
করা িদত্ত্বও হযদকাদনা িিয় গদবষকদক হকান বযাখ্যা প্রোন করা ছাোই ষ্টনদজর অাংশগ্রেণ প্রতযাোর 
করদত িারদবন। 

অাংশগ্রেদনর িুষ্টবধা ও ঝুুঁষ্টকিিূে: 

এই গদবষণায় অাংশগ্রেদণর জনয হকান বাষ্টেযক চাি এবাং িাষ্টরশ্রষ্টিক হনই। আিনার হকান ঝুুঁষ্টক োকদব 

না এবাং প্রদশ্নর উত্তর হেবার িিয় আিষ্টন হকান প্রকার শারীষ্টরক বা িানষ্টিক ক্ষষ্টতর িমু্মখ্ীন 

েদবন না। 

তদেযর হগািনীয়তা : 

এই িম্মষ্টতিদত্র োক্ষর করার িধয ষ্টেদয়, আিষ্টন এই গদবষনা প্রকদল্প জষ্টেত গদবষনা কিথীদক আিনার 
ব্যক্তিগত তেয িাংগ্রে ও বযবোর করার অনুিষ্টত ষ্টেদয়দছন। হযিন- নাি, বয়ি, ষ্টলঙ্গ, দববাষ্টেক আবস্থা, 

আয়, হিাবাইল নাম্বার ইতযাষ্টে। এই গদবষণা প্রকদল্পর জনয িাংগৃেীত হযদকাদনা তেয, যা আিনাদক 
শনাি করদত িারদব তা হগািনীয় োকদব। আিনার িম্পদকথ িাংগৃেীত তেয িাাংদকষ্টতক ভাদব উদেখ্ 
করা েদব। শুধুিাত্র িাংষ্টিি গদবষক এবাং িুিারভাইজার িরািষ্টর এই তেযর ষ্টভতদর ডুকদত এবাং 
ষ্টচষ্টিত করদত িক্ষি েদবন।  িাাংদকষ্টতক উিাদয় ষ্টচষ্টিত হডিা িরবতথী হডিা ষ্টবদিষদণর জনয বযবোর 
করা েদব।  তেয িত্র একষ্টি তালাযুি বন্ধ স্থাদন রাখ্া েদব। তদেযর ইদলকট্রষ্টনক্স িাংস্করণ 
ষ্টবএইচষ্টিআই-এর অকুদিশনাল হেরাষ্টি ষ্টবভাগ এবাং গদবষদকর বযষ্টিগত লযািিদি িাংরক্ষণ করা 
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েদব। হয হকাদনা প্রকাশনা এবাং উিস্থািনায়, তেয এিনভাদব প্রোন করা েদব যাদত আিনার তেয 
হগািন োকদব। 

এই গদবষণা িম্পদকথ জানদত হকাোয় হযাগাদযাগ করদত েদব? 

গদবষণা প্রকল্প ষ্টি ষ্টবষদয় হযাগাদযাগ করদত চাইদল অেবা গদবষণা প্রকল্প ষ্টি িম্পদকথ হকান প্রশ্ন োকদল 
এখ্ন অেবা িরবতথীদত হযদকাদনা িিদয় তা ষ্টজজ্ঞািা করা যাদব, হিদক্ষদত্র আিষ্টন গদবষদকর িাদে 
উদেষ্টখ্ত নাম্বাদর ০১৭৮৯৯৮৬১৬০ (িায়লা নাজনীন) হযাগাদযাগ করদত িাদরন। এই গদবষণা প্রকল্প 
ষ্টি বাাংলাদেশ হেলে প্রদেশনি ইনষ্টিষ্টিউি, িাভাদরর প্রাষ্টতষ্ঠাষ্টনক দনষ্টতকতা িষ্টরষে হেদক (ষ্টিআরষ্টি-
ষ্টবএইচষ্টিআই/আইআরষ্টব) িযথাদলাষ্টচত ও অনুদিাষ্টেত েদয়দছ।  

অাংশগ্রেণ হেদক প্রতযাোর িম্পদকথ তেয: 

আিনার িম্মষ্টত িদত্ত্ব, আিষ্টন হডিা ষ্টবদিষদণর আদগ আিনার অাংশগ্রেণ প্রতযাোর করদত িাদরন। তদব 
আিরা আিনাদক কারণ জানাদনার জনয উৎিাষ্টেত করষ্টছ। ষ্টকন্তু যষ্টে আিষ্টন জানাদত না চান, প্রতযাোর 
িদত্র এষ্টি উদেখ্ করদবন। 

 

অাংশগ্রেণকারীর নািঃ 

 

 

তাষ্টরখ্ঃ 

অাংশগ্রেণকারীর িাক্ষরঃ 

 

 

তাষ্টরখ্ঃ 
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অাংশগ্রেণকারীর প্রতযাোরিত্র 

(শুধুিাত্র হেোয় প্রতযাোদরর জনয প্রদযাজয) 

 

অাংশগ্রেণকারীর নাি………………………………………………………………………. 

প্রতযাোর করার কারনঃ 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

িূবথবতথী তেয বযবোদরর অনুিষ্টত োকদব ষ্টকনা? 

েযাুঁ অেবা না  

 

অাংশগ্রেণকারীর িাক্ষরঃ 
 
 

তাষ্টরখ্ঃ 
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Appendix 4 

Table A. Participant characteristics: 

Participants Characteristics (N=8) Number (N) 

Mean/Median age  

Male/Female 

Level of amputation  

   Transtibial  

   Transfemoral 

   Bilateral 

Marital status (married/unmarried) 

Education  

Illiterate 

Signature 

Primary 

Secondary 

Higher secondary 

Graduation 

Post-graduation 

Years since amputation  

Assistive Technology 

    Prosthetic limb 

    Crutch 

     Wheelchair 

40 (range 22-50) 

6/2 

 

1 

6 

1 

8/0 

 

2 

2 

3 

0 

1 

 

 

 

Mean: 6 (range 2-12) 

3 

4 

1 

 

 


